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Abstract

Optimization of RIA-calculations

Christian Alex

This report accounts for investigations of ways to reduce the calculation times for
simulations of falling control rods in boiling water reactors done prior to every
reactor startup, known as RIA-calculations. Two methodologies to lower the
calculation times have been proposed, developed and implemented in a set of
matlab-scripts, which are fully compatible with the previously used methodology.
 
The new methodologies have been applied on 17 authentic power cycles at the three
Forsmark reactors, whereby a reduction in calculation times by 70 to 90 % could be
demonstrated while still confidently maintaining the analysis performance. The
simulations made and the basis of the new methodologies are described in detail in
this report, and possible steps to further lower the calculation times are also
proposed.
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Optimering av analysmetodik för fallande styrstav i 
Forsmarks kärnkraftverk 

Målet med det här projektet var att undersöka om det finns möjligheter attt minska 
beräkningstiderna för simuleringar av fallande styrstavar i kokvattenreaktorer, vilka 
görs efter den årliga revisionen innan reaktorn återstartas. Flera sätt att minska 
tidsåtgången för analyserna upptäcktes och en ny metodik togs fram för att utnyttja 
dessa sätt. I demonstrationer av den nya metodiken reducerades analystiderna med 
70 till 90 %. 

Fallande styrstavar 
Styrstavarna används för att kontrollera reaktiviteten i en kärnreaktor och fungera som 
reaktorns bromsar. Vid uppstart är alla styrstavarna inskjutna i reaktorn för att sedan dras ut i 
styrstavsgrupper om två, fyra eller åtta.  I en kokvattenreaktor skjuts styrstavarna in 
underifrån och följdaktligen dras de också ut nedåt. En av dessa styrstavar skulle teoretiskt 
sett kunna fastna utan att det märks i kontrollrummet, för att sedan lossna och falla ur 
reaktorn till den tilltänkta positionen. Detta skulle medföra en plötslig och oväntad 
reaktivitetsökning.  

För att få en bild av problemställningen kan man göra en analogi där reaktorn representeras 
av en bil och styrstavarna är handbromsen. Man kan tänka sig att handbromsen går sönder 
och fastnar i åtdraget läge trots att föraren släpper upp den med hjälp av spaken i bilen. Om 
handbromsen är sliten går det förmodligen att köra bilen, om än lite trögt. Man kan nu tänka 
sig att handbromsen släpper vid körning, detta skulle resultera i en oväntad acceleration för 
föraren vilket skulle kunna visa sig vara ödesdigert om den uppstod vid fel tillfälle. 
Accelerationen av bilen kan liknas vid den ökade reaktiviteten i reaktorn i händelse av 
fallande styrstav.  

För att försäkra sig om att inga skador skulle uppstå om en styrstav skulle falla på det här 
sättet, simuleras detta för samtliga c:a 160 styrstavar i reaktorn innan varje uppstart och 
dessutom görs det för alla olika styrstavsmönster under årets drift, vilket gör denna typ av 
analyser mycket tidskrävande. 

Metodik för simulering 
Vid Forsmarks kärnkraftverk används för närvarande en metodik framtagen av 
Westinghouse Electric Sweden AB. Metodiken simulerar samtliga styrstavar som dragits ut 
ur reaktorn vid varje styrstavsmönster (Styrstavsmönster är delar ur utdragningssekvensen 
där man slutar dra ut en styrstavsgrupp och börjar dra ut en annan). För varje mönster där 
en ny styrstavsgrupp dras ut, ökas alltså antalet styrstavar som ska simuleras. Sammanlagt 
är det oftast ett 20-tal styrstavsmönster som simuleras vid varje analys. Detta resulterar i att 
de sista styrstavsmönstren blir väldigt tidskrävande då många styrstavar måste simuleras. 
Det är här som målet med det här projektet kommer in. 

  



Historiska reaktorhärdar simulerades 
I detta arbete har den gamla metodiken använts retroaktivt på härddesigner från de 10 
senaste åren. Resultaten studerades för att finna samband eller mönster som skulle kunna 
indikera vilka styrstavsfall som medför de största reaktivitetsökningarna och därför måste 
utredas vidare. 

Det visade sig dels att de styrstavsfall som gav de högsta reaktivitetsvärdena alltid låg väldigt 
nära de styrstavar som precis dragits innan det aktuella styrstavsmönstret eller att det var 
den aktuella styrstaven som just hade dragits.  

Resultaten var entydiga, varför detta kunde användas för att välja bort flera styrstavar ur 
varje styrstavsmönster redan innan analyserna påbörjas för att på detta sätt begränsa antalet 
fall som simuleras. 

En annan slutsats kunde som kunde dras av resultaten var att de styrstavar som gav höga 
reaktivitetsvärden i dessa analyser för fallande styrstav även genomgående visade på 
känslighet i en analys som kallas avstängningsmarginaler. Eftersom avstängningsmarginaler 
vanligen beräknas innan man analyserar fallande styrstav kan dessa resultat användas för 
att indikera vilka styrstavar som måste undersökas och vilka man kan bortse ifrån. 

Ny metodik utvecklades baserad på de nya resultaten 
En ny metodik togs fram som var baserad på den befintliga men modifierad för att ta hänsyn 
till de nya upptäckterna. För att tillämpa den nya metodiken skrevs nya program, även dessa 
baserade på motsvarande program för den befintliga metodiken. De nya programmen är 
fullständigt bakåtkompatibla. Alltså kan den nya koden användas för att tillämpa både den 
gamla och den nya metodiken. Förändringar har även gjorts av hur resultaten presenteras 
för användaren, då den den tidigare metoden upplevdes kunna kompletteras. 

Redan idag kan den nya metodiken användas som ett första test innan en reaktorhärd ska 
designas inför en driftsäsong. Går härden igenom den nya metodiken måste den sedan 
testas med den gamla metodiken då den är fortfarande den officiella metodiken som är 
godkänd av Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten, SSM. Skulle härddesignen däremot inte gå igenom 
testet med den nya metodiken kan man direkt börja arbeta med att ta fram en ny design då 
den med all säkerhet inte heller skulle klara av den gamla metodiken. Alltså, skulle man 
kunna spara signifikanta mängder tid i de fall då en tentativ härddesign inte uppfyller kraven 
och måste göras om.  

För att den nya metodiken helt ska kunna ersätta den gamla krävs en mer heltäckande 
undersökning och ett godkännande från SSM, vilket ligger utanför detta arbete. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS AND ITS MASS 

The core of an atom, or the atomic nucleus, is constructed of protons and neutrons, both which are 

also referred to as nucleons. The protons are charged particles, just as electrons which are generally 

found surrounding the core and are also part of the atom. The charge of the proton is defined as 

positive and the charge of the electron is thereby negative since they are found to attract each other. 

If the mass of the entire nucleus is measured and compared to the sum of all its nucleons separately 

it is found that the nucleus has a smaller mass than that of the free nucleons. The difference in these 

masses is called mass defect and is equal to the binding energy of the nucleus. The binding energy 

per nucleon varies for different elements as can be seen in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most energy efficient state for the nucleons is when they form 56Fe. From Figure 1 the conclusion 

can be drawn that in order to release energy one can either merge lighter nuclei, such as hydrogen, 

or split a heavy nucleus, such as uranium, into two or more lighter nuclei. Merging nuclei is called 

nuclear fusion and splitting nuclei is called nuclear fission. (1) 

1.2 NUCLEAR FISSION 

Nuclear fission is the name of the reaction in which a nucleus is split into two or more smaller 

(lighter) nuclei, releasing or absorbing the difference in binding energy between the initial nucleus 

and the products. The reaction is almost exclusive for heavy nuclei due to the excess energy stored in 

the binding energy as can be seen in Figure 1. The nuclear fission reaction is most commonly induced 

by a neutron but can also spontaneously occur through radioactive decay. A neutron induced fission 

reaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Nuclear fission induced by neutrons is what is used in all 

commercial nuclear power plants today. (2) 

  

Figure 1. A Diagram showing the average binding energy per nucleon. 

Iron-56 has the highest binding energy and is thereby the most 

energy efficient state for nucleons to be in.  
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1.3 THE FISSION CHAIN REACTION AND REACTIVITY  

A sustained nuclear chain reaction occurs when nuclear material is assembled so that each nuclear 

reaction leads to an average of at least one more nuclear reaction. For this to occur for nuclear 

fission, the released neutrons after a reaction must on average cause at least one more equivalent 

reaction.  

To describe the condition of such a chain reaction a multiplication factor, keff, is used. This is a ratio of 

how many new reactions are caused as a result of every reaction. In Figure 3 a nuclear chain reaction 

is illustrated.  

 keff < 1, The assembly is sub critical and the reaction rate will go down for as long as keff stays 

below 1.    

 keff = 1, The assembly is critical, this is the desired value of keff during normal operation of a 

nuclear reactor to keep the reaction rate and thus the energy released constant over time. 

 keff > 1, The assembly is supercritical, the power output will escalate until the conditions in 

the reactor core are changed so that the value of keff again falls to or below 1.  

Reactivity is a measure of the deviation from the condition at which an assembly is critical. Reactivity 

is, just like keff, a dimensionless quantity and it is measured in per cent mille, [1 pcm = 1*10-5], of the 

keff value. This means that a reactivity of 400 pcm corresponds to keff = 1.00400. (2) 

  

Figure 3. An illustration of a nuclear chain reaction. 

keff would in this case be equal to 1 and the reactor 

would be supercritical. 

 

Figure 2. A Uranium atom is split into 

Krypton and Barium through nuclear 

fission initiated by a neutron. 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/which
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1.4 PROMPT CRITICALITY 

There are two groups of neutrons released in a chain reaction, the prompt neutrons and the delayed 

neutrons. The prompt neutrons get released directly in the fission reaction itself and the delayed 

neutrons get emitted from the fission fragments, typically between a few milliseconds to a few 

minutes after the initial fission reaction. The delayed neutrons are important since they create 

something of a buffer zone just above keff = 1. This buffer zone prevents the chain reaction in a 

supercritical reactor core to grow out of proportion in just a few milliseconds based on only the 

prompt neutrons since these alone cannot sustain the chain.  

In a typical light water reactor the average time between consecutive fission reactions for prompt 

neutrons is approximately 10-4 s which can be compared to the corresponding time for delayed 

neutrons, of about 15 s. 

In other words one can say that the time between every successive generation in the chain reaction 

is dominated by the time it takes for the delayed neutrons to be released. Prompt criticality is 

reached when the prompt neutrons alone can sustain the chain reaction, implying a timescale for the 

power increase in the reactor that is too short to be manageable. 

In a commercial core, 0.65 % of all neutrons, from a fission reaction of a 235U atom, are delayed which 

corresponds to a limit value of keff = 1.0065 to avoid prompt criticality. Hence when keff reaches a 

value higher than 1.0065, corresponding to a reactivity of 650 pcm, a core with a finite content of 

only 235U is prompt critical. In a commercial core, having a fissile content of a mix of 235U and 239Pu, 

the fraction of delayed neutrons about 0.5 %, and correspondingly, the reactivity value where the 

core goes prompt critical is about 500 pcm. (3) 

2. REACTIVITY CONTROL AT THE FORSMARK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

2.1 THE BOILING WATER REACTOR 

Light water reactors constitute a large majority of all western nuclear power plants and there are 

several varieties of these reactors. The one studied in this work is the boiling water reactor, BWR, 

since the reactors at the Forsmark power plant are all of the BWR type. Some other types which are 

not being discussed in this report are the pressurized water reactors, PWR, and some designs of the 

supercritical water reactor, SCWR. 

In the boiling water reactor, demineralized water flows through the core. When the reactor is 

operational and the fission reactions are heating up the reactor core, the water flowing through it 

begins to boil and steam is produced. The steam is redirected at the top of the reactor tank to drive a 

set of steam turbines, after which the steam is cooled in a condenser to return it to its liquid state in 

order to be returned into the reactor core as coolant once again. The steam turbines are connected 

to a generator which can convert the energy to electricity. A drawing of a typical BWR can be seen in 

Figure 4. (4) 
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2.2 THE BOILING WATER REACTOR FUEL DESIGN 

The reactor core in a typical BWR consists of a large number of fuel rods. These fuel rods contain 

uranium dioxide, UO2, compacted and sintered into pellets which are filled into metallic tubes. The 

metal used in the tubes is most commonly a type of zirconium alloy, which has a low cross-section 

for neutron absorption and is highly resistant to corrosion. These fuel rods are in turn bundled 

together forming a fuel assembly which can be loaded into the reactor. There are typically between 

500 and 750 such fuel assemblies in a commercial BWR.  

The fuel assemblies are positioned side by side, together forming a big cylinder of nuclear fuel called 

the reactor core. There are also control rods distributed evenly alongside the fuel assemblies which 

are inserted from underneath the core to control reactivity. A symmetrical pattern is maintained as 

seen from above the reactor core, looking down. It is very beneficial to keep the core as symmetrical 

as possible when designing it, in order to be able to simplify the simulations needed to ensure safe 

operation.  

A fuel assembly is typically used up over several reactor years. When the core is designed, the 

assemblies are loaded primarily based on how much of the fissile material is depleted in each fuel 

assembly. This is referred to as the fuel assembly’s burnup, which is typically given in megawatt days 

per kilogram of uranium, MWd/kgU. This is a unit of energy released per mass of heavy metal, in this 

case uranium. (5) 

Figure 4. Schematics of a typical BWR. The blue color indicates water in its liquid state and the red color indicates steam. 

The shades purple indicate a mix of steam and water.  (4)  (10) 
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2.3 NEUTRON MODERATION AND NEGATIVE REACTIVITY FEEDBACK 

When using uranium-235 as fuel in a BWR, the neutrons inducing the fission reaction has to be of 

thermal energy levels in order sustain the chain reaction. This can be explained by the probability, or 

cross-section, for fission being several magnitudes larger for thermal neutrons compared to fast 

neutrons. Accordingly, a neutron moderator is used, i.e. a medium which has the ability to slow 

down the neutrons. For this report, only water, the most common of moderators, has been 

considered. 

Among the advantages of using the combination of uranium-235 and water moderation, as in the 

BWR cores under investigation in this work, is that a sudden increase in power due to e.g. prompt 

criticality implies loss of moderation due to boiling of the water. As a consequence, enhanced power 

leads to a lowered value of keff, and when keff<1, the power will decrease again. This is called negative 

reactivity feedback and is important for reactor safety. 

Another important mechanism that brings negative reactivity feedback in BWRs is the fuel 

temperature. When the fuel temperature rises, more neutrons are absorbed in 238U, without giving 

rise to fission. Accordingly, enhanced power brings a higher fuel temperature and, as a consequence, 

the value of keff is lowered. This effect is the most important to mitigate fast transients such as 

prompt criticality. (2) (3) 

2.4 REACTIVITY CONTROL IN A BOILING WATER REACTOR 

The primary instruments used for controlling the reactivity, and consequently the power output, in a 

BWR are the main reactor cooling pumps and the control rods.  

By increasing the flow of water using the cooling pumps, the amount of water in relation to the 

amount of steam in the reactor is increased. This, in turn, increases the amount of neutrons getting 

moderated into thermal energy levels and thereby also increases the reactivity within the reactor 

core.  

Figure 5. The concepts of fuel pellets, fuel rods, fuel assemblies, and the reactor core explained with images. 
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The control rods are designed to absorb neutrons that would otherwise reach and possibly react with 

the fuel. To be able to absorb these neutrons, the control rods are constructed of materials that have 

a high probability, or large microscopic cross section, to absorb neutrons of the appropriate energy 

levels. The most common material used for its neutron capturing properties when constructing these 

control rods is boron, in particular the boron-10 isotope, combined with coal to form boron carbide, 

B4C. The control rods have to be changed every few years because the boron carbide is consumed. 

Another reason for replacing the old control rods is neutron-induced swelling, which can cause the 

material to crack. 

The consumption of the boron carbide can be described by a nuclear reaction, see Equation 1. (6) 

 

                 
          

     
   (Equation 1) 

The main use of the control rods is to withdraw them to compensate for loss of fissile material as the 

fuel burnup is increased, and to insert them into the core to shut down the reactor, either slowly in 

cases of planned shutdown or fast in cases of emergency shutdown. 

Due to the necessity of a steam dryer above the core of a BWR the control rods are inserted from 

underneath the reactor core. As a result, in case of a mechanical failure, the gravity will not cause the 

control rods to fall into their fully inserted position in the core as would be the case in a pressurized 

water reactor, PWR, where the control rods are inserted from above. Instead, hydraulic insertion 

using water, that is stored in a tank under very high pressure, is utilized. To execute an emergency 

shut-down of the reactor by abruptly inserting the control rods is called scramming the reactor. (2) 

2.5 FORSMARK REACTOR DESIGNS AND CONTROL ROD MANEUVRAL 

At the Forsmark Nuclear Power Plant there are three boiling water reactors.  

 The reactor of Forsmark 1 is an ABB BWR 69 which has 161 control rods and 676 fuel 

assemblies.  

 The reactor of Forsmark 2 is a twin of unit 1, and thereby has an identical reactor design.  

 The reactor of Forsmark 3 is an ABB BWR 75 with 169 control rods and 700 fuel assemblies. 

Henceforth the three reactors will be called by their abbreviated names F1, F2 and F3 respectively. 

When speaking of issues related to reactor design, the F1 and F2 reactors will both be referred to as 

F12. 

The control rods in each reactor are numerated individually, as presented in Figure 6 and Figure 8 for 

the F12 and F3, respectively. The names of every control rod is shown on the two most common 

forms, its control rod number, ranging from 1 to the total number of control rods and its radial 

position, given by a letter indicating its row and a two digit number indicating its column.  

Furthermore, the control rods are also grouped into sets of 8, 4, or 2 rods called control groups. 

However, the rod in the very center of the core, which is called “O50”, is usually regulated alone, 
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forming its own group. Since the F12 reactors are twins they also share control groups, some of these 

groups are shown in Figure 7. The groups of F3 with the same notations can be seen in Figure 9.  

One may note that the control groups of F12 and F3 are almost identical. However, the larger size of 

the F3 reactor implies that there are additional control rods situated nearby the rods in control group 

29. There are around 80 control groups for every reactor, however new control groups can easily be 

defined if there is a special maneuvering scheme intended that demands it.  

When starting up the reactor, the control groups are pulled out of the core in a predefined sequence. 

Every stop in the sequence when a control group position has been altered and another group is 

about to be pulled is called a control rod pattern. The patterns are named after how large a fraction 

of every control rod has been removed from the reactor core, given in summed control rod 

percentage. Directly after a revision shutdown, when the core is redesigned with new fuel assemblies 

exchanged for burned up ones, the reactor goes critical at the withdrawal of only a fraction of the 

control rods. As the fissile material is depleted, more control rods must be withdrawn for the core to 

remain critical, and in the end of the cycle, close to the next revision shutdown, all control rods are 

fully withdrawn. The first pattern is called 0 and the last pattern is called 16100 or 16900 depending 

on which of the two reactor types we are considering (F12 or F3 with 161 or 169 control rods, 

respectively). 

As an example one can consider a reactor core with 10 control rods fully withdrawn and 4 control 

rods positioned half way out, at 50 %, this pattern would then be called “1200”. In Figure 10 a 

simplified 2-dimensional core is shown at a pattern which would be called 650.   

 

Figure 6. The ID numbers of all the individual control rods in the F12 reactor. Control rod number 85 can also be referred 

to as O70 as can been read from the axes. 

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

X 1 2 3 X
V 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 V
U 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 U
T 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 T
S 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 S
R 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 R
P 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 P
O 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 O
M 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 M
L 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 L
K 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 K
I 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 I
H 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 H
G 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 G
F 159 160 161 F

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

FORSMARK 1/2  Styrstavsnummer
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Figure 7. Some of the control groups of the F12 reactor, each color represents one group. 

 

Figure 8. The ID numbers of all the individual control rods in the F3 reactor. Control rod number 85 can also be referred 

to as O50 as can been read from the axes. 

 

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

X 21 X
V 22 V
U 29 29 U
T T
S 37 37 S
R R
P 21 22 47 47 P
O O
M 47 47 22 21 M
L L
K 37 37 K
I I
H 29 29 H
G 22 G
F 21 F

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

SS FORSMARK 1/2

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

X 1 2 3 X
V 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 V
U 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 U
T 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 T
S 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 S
R 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 R
P 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 P
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Figure 10. This figure shows a schematic 2D reactor core with groups named after 

roman numbers and three of those groups are fully withdrawn while one rod is at 

50 %. This pattern would be called 650. 

 

 

Figure 9. Some of the control groups of the F3 reactor, each color represents one group. 
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3. SAFETY ISSUES IN CASE OF A FALLING CONTROL ROD 

3.1 REACTIVITY INDUCED ACCIDENT  

The different accidents imaginable at a nuclear power plant are categorized by their character where 

the falling of a control rod is categorized as a “Reactivity Induced Accident”, also known as a RIA. The 

reason for these categorizations is in part to be able to set different acceptance criteria for different 

types of accidents.   

The RIA types of accidents all cause a sudden unplanned rise in reactivity, e.g. caused by a drop in 

neutron absorption around the fuel.  When reactivity increases in a critical core (k=1), it goes 

supercritical (k>1), and thus the power rises. As a result of this the fuel is rapidly heated up, and the 

integrity of the fuel could be compromised, i.e. the fuel may be damaged. In particular, extra 

attention is paid to the risk of obtaining prompt criticality in the case of RIA (cf. section 2.3), since 

that may cause severe damage to the fuel before negative reactivity feedback would end the 

supercriticality (cf. section 3.2) and steer down the power in the core automatically. (7) 

3.2 ENTHALPY RELEASE AS A RESULT OF RIA 

The enthalpy, or the thermodynamic potential, of the reactor core can be considered constant during 

steady operation. The reactor core can be considered a thermodynamic system which has a flow of 

energy from the fuel to the steam turbines. The energy leaving the system is regulated to match the 

energy released by the fuel and thereby keeping the changes in temperature small. A sudden rise in 

keff would cause the fuel to release more energy than the system is prepared to transfer away and 

thus, causing the thermodynamic potential to rise. The enthalpy release is defined as the maximum 

total increase of enthalpy during the transient. (7) 

3.3 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA  

The fuel provider of the power plant, in Forsmarks case there are several vendors of which one is 

Westinghouse Electric Sweden AB, has defined several limits for which conditions the fuel is designed 

to withstand. These limits are called acceptance criteria and are used as worst acceptable scenarios 

when different accidents inside the core are simulated. It is also common for power plants to have 

their own criteria that are stricter than those provided by the fuel manufacturer in order to increase 

security.  

Within every accident category, the acceptance criteria also differ depending on the accident’s 

probability classification. The system used in Sweden for classifying nuclear accidents is illustrated in 

Table 1. The falling control rod is considered to be of class H4 and the acceptance criteria for such an 

accident, in terms of enthalpy release acceptable for fuel with different burnup, is shown in Figure 

11. 
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Accordingly, for the H4 event of a falling control rod, the acceptance criteria define limits where 

different degrees of fuel damages may occur, so that such damages can be avoided even in case such 

an unlikely event would occur. One can note that there is considered to be no risks what so ever for 

damages to the reactor vessel or any other outer barriers to the fuel’s radioactive contents.  (7)  (8) 

(9) 

Figure 11. Acceptance criteria for reactivity initiated accidents of the H4 type. Note that fuel that has been irradiated 

for several years in the reactor, which accordingly has a high burnup, is more sensitive and is thus subject to stricter 

acceptance criteria than fuel with low burnup. In the case of a falling control rod, cladding damage is considered 

acceptable as long as cooling can be maintained. Hence, only the upper limit is used. 

Table 1. A table showing the event classes H1 to H4. Examples from each class are also shown in the last column. The 

frequency, F, is given in occasions per reactor year, [year
-1

]. 

Event Class Description Frequency, F Example events

H1

H1 includes all planned events during normal use of the reactor. 
Disruptions which are handled by the controlling systems without 

any consequences to the energy production are also included 
here.

--- Normal operation.

H2 H2 includes events that are expected to happen sometime during 
the lifespan of the reactor. F ≥ 10-2

Faulty fuel rods or 
incorrectly loaded fuel 
rods with regards to its 
intended orientation or 

position.

H3

H3 includes events that are not expected to happen at the power 
plant during the lifespan of the reactor. The H3 events are 

however expected to happen at one of a group of power plants 
during their lifespan.

10-2 ≤  F ≤ 10-4

A fire in a part of the 
plant that is adjacent to 

safety equipment or 
backup systems.

H4

H4 events are considered as events that won't happen to any 
power plant during a lifespan but are still postulated as possible 
due to the potentially severe consequences that could come of 

such an event.

10-4
 ≤  F ≤ 10

-6 Falling control rod
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Figure 12. The control rod and its driving mechanism shown in detail. The control rod type shown is used in the Swedish 

reactors Oskarshamn 3 and Forsmark 3. 
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3.4 EXPLANATION OF THE EVENT: “FALLING CONTROL ROD” 

As discussed in section 3.3, the event of a falling control rod is classified as a H4 for BWRs, see Table 

1 for details. The type of accident cannot occur in PWRs at all due to the fact that in those reactors 

the control rods are inserted from above. In BWRs however, the control rods have to be inserted 

from underneath the core due to the steam dryer being located above it.  

The complete imaginable event can be described in these four steps, as illustrated in Figures 13-16: 

a) The reactor is shut down, so that all control rods are in their innermost position. 

b) Control group by control group, the rods are withdrawn from the core. During this sequence, 

one arbitrary control rod that is intended to be drawn out remains stuck in its fully inserted 

position. 

c) The sequence continues, pulling out more control groups according to plan and the control 

rod that got stuck is not detected as such in the control room.  

d) At a later occasion, the stuck rod may unexpectedly be released. Then it suddenly falls from 

its fully inserted position, thereby causing an unexpected boost in reactivity to the reactor 

core.   

Figure 16. O65 falls out of the core and a spike 

in reactivity is detected. 

Figure 13. All control rods are fully inserted.                                         
Figure 14. The rod O65 is intended to 

be withdrawn, but gets stuck. 

Figure 15. Later in the sequence, the rod O65 is 

suddenly released from its stuck position. 
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For a control rod to fall it has to first get separated from its driving mechanism and then it has to 

remain stuck in its fully inserted position when the driving mechanism is repositioned. The bayonet 

coupling holding the driving mechanism and the control rod together can be seen in Figure 12. For 

the control rod to fall far enough to release a significant amount of enthalpy, the latches that are 

connected to the control rods with the intended function to lock the control rods if they fall too 

quickly have to fail as well. It is also assumed that the reactor operator does not notice that one of 

the control rods remains stuck and continues to withdraw more rods according to the planned 

control rod sequence. 

This series of unexpected events imply that “falling control rod” is considered to be very unlikely to 

happen and thus falls into the H4 category. However because it is still imaginable, its consequences 

still have to be taken into account from a safety perspective. (7) 

3.5 SAFETY MEASURES TO PREVENT FALLING CONTROL RODS AND TO MITIGATE 

CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH AN EVENT 

Today, there are several safety measures to prevent the control rods from falling, such as the already 

mentioned control rod latches that prevent the rods from falling further than a few decimeters. 

There are also magnetic sensors on the control rods and their driving mechanisms which are 

programmed to alarm the operator if the two parts would get separated. However, the most 

important safety measure is the core design and the control rod sequence which ensure that the 

acceptance criteria described in section 3.3 are not violated, so that damages to the fuel cladding 

would not occur even if a rod was to fall in spite of the above measures. This is ensured by simulating 

the core and analyzing the reactivity released in the reactor if a control rod were to fall. 

The simulations have to ensure that if a control rod was to fall the enthalpy released does not violate 

the acceptance criteria in Figure 11. The event has to be simulated both for a cold reactor and for a 

reactor during heating, corresponding to about 2 % of maximum power. These power levels have 

been chosen because they represent sensitive periods of time for the reactor. (9) 

Furthermore, the operator has to consider that a shutdown may occur at any occasion during 

operation. In that case, the startup would imply the risk of any control rod getting stuck during 

operation, and thus the safety analysis has to be re-established. In reality, the analysis for a reactor 

during heating is made for three cases; at beginning of the reactor circle [BoC], in the middle of the 

reactor cycle [MoC], and at the end of the reactor cycle [EoC].  
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4. CURRENT METHODOLOGY FOR SIMULATING FALLING CONTROL RODS 

4.1 DYNAMIC AND STATIC CALCULATIONS 

To predict the behavior of the reactor core under various conditions at Forsmark, a software package 

from Westinghouse called POLCA is used. POLCA is a core simulator and there are mainly two 

variants of this software.  

 POLCA7, which does static calculations given a certain state of the reactor. By a certain state 

means that the input data has to contain for example the position of the control rods, the 

flow of cooling water, and the core design in terms of fuel assembly configurations and 

properties.  

 POLCA-T, which can simulate dynamic events that happen over a given period of time, for 

example when a control rod falls. A certain initial state has to be assumed, which is given by 

the output from POLCA7. 

For both POLCA7 and POLCA-T, there are standard values for most reactor parameters written into a 

source file which, when the application is used, are overruled by the input data used. The input data 

is written into a text file, which is called a complementary file.   

Since dynamic calculations using POLCA-T are extremely demanding in terms of processing power, 

they are impractical to use for calculating the reactivity induced due to the falling of a control rod if 

many such events are to be analyzed. However, Westinghouse has established a method where one 

can do static calculations and then translate the values to dynamic results with sufficient accuracy. 

This method is used at Forsmark today and is explained in detail in section 5 and in reference 9. 

4.2 SIMULATING FALLING CONTROL RODS 

Although there are similarities, the methodology differs greatly between investigating a cold reactor 

and investigating a reactor during heating. An important reason for this is that when simulating a 

cold reactor, no void has to be taken into account. The most important reason is, however, that the 

results from the POLCA simulations are always given in reactivity induced into the core rather than 

enthalpy released which is what the acceptance criteria are given for. There is a method for 

translating these values from reactivity to enthalpy, but this method is different for the two cases.  

How the control rod patterns and sequences during a fuel cycle are chosen is outside the scope of 

this work; however it can be mentioned that there is a wide range of patterns that have to be 

covered in the simulations. One reason for the large amount of patterns is due to reactor poisons, 

such as xenon content in the core, that have to be taken into account. The later patterns are not 

investigated because at these patterns the reactor has already gone critical and the reactor has left 

the region where the impact of a falling control rod would be considered a danger. (9) 
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4.2.1 SIMULATING FALLING CONTROL ROD FOR A COLD REACTOR 

When calculations are made for a cold reactor the control rod patterns that correspond to 1000 pcm 

before and 4000 pcm after the core is expected to go critical, including all the patterns in between, 

are calculated and the void fraction is set to 0 %. The calculations of each pattern are made in 3 

steps. 

1. A value for keff is calculated for the core in the state of a given pattern of the control rod 

sequence. This value acts as a reference value to be used in step 3. 

2. One calculation of keff is made for each rod that has been withdrawn from its fully inserted 

position. Every calculation is identical to the one in step 1 except for that rod which is instead 

simulated in its fully inserted position. 

3. The values in step 2, k2, are compared to the reference value in step 1, k1, to give a value 

corresponding to the reactivity bound to the control rod in question. Equation 2 shows how 

this value, Deltacold, is calculated. This is done for all the rods calculated in step 2 and the 

values of Deltacold are saved for each rod.  

          
     

  
 

When these three steps have been completed for all the patterns that are of interest during the 

planned irradiation period, the results are compiled into a text file where the highest values are 

presented. If any of these values exceed 900 pcm, the core design or the control rod sequence has to 

be altered in order to retrieve a more stable core. The 900 pcm is a value set by Westinghouse based 

on the acceptance criteria and the results from dynamic simulations studies they have made. (7) (9) 

4.2.2 SIMULATING A FALLING CONTROL ROD FOR A REACTOR DURING HEATING 

When calculations are made for a reactor during heating, the patterns that correspond to values for 

keff ranging from 3000 pcm below, to 3000 pcm above, expected criticality, are studied. For a hot 

reactor, the correlation between control-rod withdrawal and reactivity is much more complicated 

than it is for a cold reactor, due to the presence of void and the higher temperatures. As a 

consequence, high reactivity insertion may occur even for control rods falling only a part of their 

length into the core. This, in turn, leads to the need for more detailed simulations to analyze how 

much reactivity is bound to every percentage of control rod withdrawal to avoid missing very 

localized reactivity spikes. These “reactivity per % control rod” values have proven to offer a very 

accurate measure of the enthalpy released in the fuel for reactors during heating. The maximum 

acceptable value given by Westinghouse, based on the dynamic simulations and the acceptance 

criteria, is 82 pcm per % control rod. (7) 

  

(Equation 2) 
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These vertical calculations, however, are far too time demanding to be made for every withdrawn 

control rod in every pattern. Instead, the methodology for the cold reactor is used, altered to take 

the non-zero void fraction into account, in order to sort out which control rods in which patterns are 

of greatest interest. After this, the more detailed axial calculations are made for the selected control 

rods and patterns in order to investigate if the acceptance criteria are met or if the core design or 

control rod sequence has to be altered.  

The methodology used when investigating a pattern in the control rod sequence can be summarized 

in the following 4 steps; 

1. The value of keff is calculated for every rod that has been withdrawn from its innermost 

position. All control rods are simulated in their intended positions except one, which is 

simulated to be stuck at 0 %. For each calculation, the void fraction is saved and then used in 

step 2. 

2. Another value for keff is calculated, this time for the pattern with all control rods in their 

intended positions. However, these calculations are made one time for each control rod in 

step 1 taking the corresponding void fraction into account. 

3. The values in step 2, k2, are compared to the reference values in step 1, k1, to give a value 

corresponding to the reactivity bound to the control rod in question. Equation 3 shows how 

this value, Delta, is calculated for the reactor during heating. This is done for all the rods 

calculated in step 1 and the values are saved for each rod.  

4. The largest values for Deltahot (typically above 800 pcm), are investigated further. The 

corresponding control rods and patterns are calculated axially to see how much reactivity is 

bound to the control rod for every % withdrawal. If this value exceeds 82 pcm per % control 

rod, the core design or control rod sequence has to be altered. 

         
     
     

 

Deltahot is referenced to as reactivity values in all simulations accounted for in section 5 and 6. All 

simulations presented in this report are done to the cases of reactors during heating. Thus, Deltahot is 

always used when referring to reactivity values. 

 

  

(Equation 3) 
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5. SIMULATION STUDIES USING ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE 

5.1 SCOPE OF THE SIMULATIONS 

The goal for this diploma work was to investigate the possibility of decreasing the time required to 

calculate which control rods would induce the highest reactivity in case of falling at any given pattern 

in the proposed sequence. If this was found to be possible, a method for this purpose should be 

proposed, and the method should also calculate at which pattern the control rods in question reach 

their maximum value in terms of induced reactivity. It was also essential not to compromise the 

accuracy of the method as compared to previously used methods. 

In order to narrow down the path of the simulations to be done, four questions were posed: 

 Which part of the analysis is the most time demanding? 

This was the first question to be asked because the most time-demanding parts also offer the 

largest possibilities for time saving. Accordingly, efforts could start there and then continue 

with the less time-demanding parts later on if desirable. These simulations and the results 

are described in section 5.3. 

 Is it necessary to calculate every pattern of a proposed sequence within the boundaries 

given? 

In order to cover for factors the simulations do not take into account, such as reactor 

poisons, all patterns within given limits of keff (see sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) are calculated. 

Could it be possible to save time by not doing simulations for every pattern within these 

limits and if that is the case, what patterns could be excluded without missing any control 

rod configurations that might comprise high reactivity values? These investigations are 

presented in Section 5.4. 

 Are all control rods equally interesting to investigate? 

There are more than 160 control rods in the whole reactor core and the analyses cover every 

single not fully inserted control rod falling. If a relatively simple methodology could be found 

to relate control rods to each other in terms of reactivity worth, one may identify the highest 

valued rods without performing the full calculations. So a related question asked was: What 

characterizes a control rod that causes a large reactivity insertion in case of falling? These 

simulations and the results are described in section 5.5. 

 Is it possible to use simulations of shutdown margins to identify control rods which would 

induce high reactivity if falling out from the core? 

This can be considered a follow-up question to whether all control rods are equally 

interesting. The shutdown margins are calculated prior to every startup and if the values are 

found to indicate which control rods are of interest when doing RIA-calculations, a lot of 

simulations could possibly be considered redundant. Investigations of the correlation 

between shutdown margins and reactivity values are covered in Section 5.6. 
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5.2 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

All simulations in this work were performed for authentic control rod sequences and corresponding 

core designs of the three Forsmark reactors. These sequences and designs were chosen from each of 

the three reactors. The core designs, which are archived at Forsmark in so called distribution files, 

change due to burnup over the course of a cycle creating several unique distribution files for each 

cycle. Three distributions were used from each cycle (Beginning-, BoC, Middle-, MoC, and End of 

cycle, EoC) leading to three unique simulations per cycle.  

The reason for making simulations at three different occasions during the cycle is that occasionally 

unscheduled shutdowns of the reactor occur due to some disturbance to the operation. At the 

following startup, the control rods are withdrawn again, and thus safety calculations for the event of 

possible falling control rods are requested. Each distribution file has a corresponding control rod 

sequence, though not always unique for that distribution. For this work only distribution files and 

control rod sequences corresponding to cycles from the last 15 years have been used. 

5.3 IDENTIFICATION OF MOST TIME-DEMANDING ANALYSES 

The last five cycles for each reactor were simulated and timed in order to find which part of the 

analysis consumed the most time. Here, the calculations for the reactor during heating were found to 

be far more time demanding than those for the cold case. The time needed for a complete analysis of 

a cold reactor ranged from 2 to 6 hours whereas for a reactor during heating the complete analysis 

was about 4 times as time consuming; 8 to 48 hours. The time the axial calculations consumed 

depended on how many control rods needed to be investigated further. However, they seldom 

required more than an hour or two to finish. An obvious conclusion to this was that the focus should 

primarily be put on the analysis of a reactor during heating case. 

5.4 INVESTIGATION OF WHETHER SOME CONTROL ROD PATTERNS MAY BE EXCLUDED 

A script was written to extract all the reactivity values, Deltahot, values from one specific control rod 

over a complete sequence in order to investigate if patterns could be skipped. This was made to see 

how the reactivity bound to it differs from one pattern to another. As can be seen in Figure 17, the 

sudden increases and drops between subsequent patterns for one control rod lead to the conclusion 

that knowing beforehand which patterns that can be skipped is impossible when considering the 

entire core. However, the graph does show that there are distinct peaks in reactivity worth shared by 

some control rods. The causes of these peaks were investigated further as accounted for in Section 

5.5. 
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5.5 IDENTIFICATION OF FACTORS THAT CAUSE HIGH REACTIVITY INSERTION FOR A 

FALLING CONTROL ROD 

The script introduced in section 5.4 was used to extract the reactivity values, Deltahot, for all the 

simulations made. The control rod sequence was investigated and compared to the results, in order 

to find why some control rods bind large values of reactivity at a specific pattern and others do not. It 

was concluded that every control rod reached a local maximum at a pattern when an adjacent 

control rod had just been withdrawn. In addition, a local maximum was also reached for any control 

rod that had just been withdrawn itself, obviously because that allowed the control rod to fall further 

than it could in the preceding pattern. 

As an example, a more detailed study of a couple of the cases with the highest reactivity shown in 

the graph in Figure 17 is presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The figures highlight control rods M75 

and U55 for the control rod patterns where they reach their highest reactivity values (pattern 4400 

and 5200, respectively), illustrating which control rods were moved when arriving in these patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. The graph shows the reactivity worth for three different control rods, at the 

beginning of cycle 21 for F3 for a given control rod sequence, plotted over the patterns 3800 

to 10692.  

Figure 18. The control rods moved going into the pattern 4400 of the example sequence in section 6.2.1. 

The green color indicates that the control rod was just moved. The red color indicates that the control 

rod showed high reactivity levels. Control rod number 19(U55) and 105(M75) were both moved and 

showed high reactivity levels. 
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The examples presented in figures 18 and 19 clearly show that the highest reactivity values of these 

control rods occurred for control rod patterns where the control rod itself or an adjacent control rod 

had just been withdrawn. When comparing this result to all the 30 cycles simulated, the same 

conclusion could be drawn for each and every control rod through all the cycles. 

There are several conclusions to be drawn from the simulations studies of the control rod sequence 

patterns: 

 A control rod pattern can very rarely, if ever, be skipped completely for the entire core 

because very large changes in reactivity values can occur from one pattern to the following. 

However, for an individual control rod some patterns can be skipped by studying the control 

rod sequence.  

 Identifying control rods that have just been withdrawn or are situated next to a rod that was 

just withdrawn is sufficient to cover all the highest reactivity values for that rod.  

5.6 COMPARISON OF FALLING-CONTROL-ROD SIMULATIONS AND SHUTDOWN-MARGIN 

SIMULATIONS 

Several other analyses related to the control rods are made for each reactor in between two cycles. 

One type of simulation is made to determine the shutdown margins, SDM values. The shutdown 

margins are values for each control rod representing the instantaneous amount of reactivity by 

which the reactor would be subcritical if the control rod was stuck fully withdrawn, assuming all 

other control rods are fully inserted. A high SDM value is preferred to ensure safe operation. 

Generally, the shutdown margins increase over time as the fuel is irradiated in the core, reaching 

their largest values at the end of the cycle. 

  

Figure 19. The control rods moved going into the pattern 5200 of the example sequence in section 6.2.1. 

The green color indicates that the control rod was just moved. The red color indicates that the control 

rod showed high reactivity levels. 
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There are many similarities in the conclusions drawn from SDM-simulations as compared to the 

simulations of falling control rods. Accordingly, one may expect it to be rational to combine these 

two types of simulations. SDM-values are already utilized in the methodology used at the 

Oskarshamn nuclear power plant when analyzing the falling control rod event.  (10) 

The simulation results described above were compared to corresponding SDM-values and it was 

concluded that there was a strong correlation between large SDM-values and small reactivity values, 

and accordingly one may consider excluding control rods with high SDM-values from the RIA 

calculations. From the comparisons made it could be concluded that none of the control rods 

showing large SDM-values ever yielded a large reactivity release when dropped, except for one 

control rod. The only control rod that in a few cases deviated from the otherwise unanimous results 

was the O50, which is the control rod located in the very center of the core. This control rod is 

different from the others in the core because it is located closer to its neighbors, which gives it a 

slightly higher SDM value despite the center often being a very reactive part of the core. Accordingly, 

these studies cannot conclude that the O50 can be taken out of the simulations due to a large SDM-

value. As an extra safety measure, the neighbors may not be excluded from the simulations either. 

However, the SDM-values vary greatly between cores, depending on core design as well as when in 

the cycle the simulations are made. Because of this, a large SDM-value for a specific control rod is on 

its own not enough to give an indication whether the control rod may need to be investigated axially, 

or not. Instead, the complete set of SDM-values has to be used in order to extract the control rods 

binding the most reactivity, i.e. if the SDM-value of a control rod is relatively high compared to the 

rest of the control rods in the core, then it may be excluded from the RIA-simulations.  

The results of the simulations showed that no control rods with SDM-values within the top 30% of 

the cores individual SDM-value range ever needed to be investigated vertically. The highest and the 

lowest SDM-values could therefore be collected and used to give information about within which 

range the SDM-values lie. When the SDM-value range of the core has been acquired, the control rod 

cases can be filtered according to the results above. 

5.7 CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE SIMULATIONS 

When aiming at reducing the amount of calculations done for RIA assessment of possible cases of 

falling control rods, it was found that the most time could be gained in the identification of control 

rods carrying high reactivity values, and the control rod patterns in which these high values occurred. 

In particular, time could be gained for the reactor during heating case. Once identified, these control 

rods could be analyzed axially, according to the normal routines, without inacceptable time 

consumption. One may imagine two ways to go: 

 Identifying the patterns and rods that give the highest reactivity values and limiting the 

calculations to those. 

 Identifying the patterns and rods that do not give the highest reactivity values and excluding 

them from the calculations. 
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This work supports two ways to reduce the amount of calculations by means of the latter approach. 

These two ways of identifying which cases to exclude from the analysis are described below: 

 For each control rod, the highest reactivity values occur for patterns where the rod itself or 

an adjacent control rod has just been withdrawn to reach the pattern. Accordingly, other 

patterns may be excluded for that particular control rod. 

 The calculations of shut down margins may also be used, because the 30% highest SDM 

values have been found not to be relevant for RIA.  

Of these two ways, the former is considered to be the most effective, excluding a larger amount of 

cases to be calculated.  

6. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW METHODOLOGY FOR RIA CALCULATIONS 

6.1 OVERVIEW OF NEW METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

The software used for the old methodology to perform this type of RIA-calculations had been 

implemented in a series a series of Matlab-scripts. The main script is named orepatts.m, which 

creates a text file that acts as an input file for automated execution in POLCA. This script needs 

several input arguments such as location of files with the data of the state for the reactor core in 

question.  

In this work, a new methodology is introduced, based on the findings concluded in section 5.7. For 

practical reasons, the filtering is slightly more conservative than what is proposed in section 5.7. This 

is further described in Appendix A. 

The new software was developed to be completely backwards compatible with the old software and 

thus it is implemented as a series of Matlab scripts. The main script, corresponding to orepatts.m in 

the old software, has new input arguments that, if used, tell the script if and how the cases should be 

filtered. There are two filters, one to filter out large SDM values, and another to only include control 

rods nearby those moved going into each pattern. A graphical illustration of the latter can be seen in 

Figure 20. Each filter is implemented in a separate Matlab script, which can be used individually, if 

desired. If the filter based on the SDM values is used, another input argument giving the location of 

the distribution file in which the SDM-values are found, must be included. The new main script is 

identical to orepatts.m if none of the new input arguments are used. 

To simplify future modification and assist further understanding of the methodology, a detailed 

description of the code can be found in APPENDIX A.  

The new methodology also includes a new way of presenting the results, as described in APPENDIX B. 

The use of this routine is optional and it can with ease be exchanged with the old routine, if desired. 
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6.2 RESULTS USING THE NEW SOFTWARE 

The new software was tested by applying it to 17 authentic reactor cycles, both at beginning (BoC, 

described in section 5.2) and end (EoC, just prior to fuel change), to be given an impression of how 

accurate the new methodology is as well as how much time can be saved using it. The results are 

accounted for in Table 2 and Table 3 by presenting the largest reactivity values missed by the new 

software but which were found in the results from the old methodology. Naturally, these values 

show a correlation with the mean reactivity values from the entire core and accordingly the mean 

values are included in the tables.  

As seen in the tables, the largest value missed in any cycle was 470 pcm, occurring at the beginning 

of cycle 21 for the F3 reactor. This value should be compared to a typical limit of 800 pcm for axial 

analysis to be performed, and even higher limits at the event of high mean value, which was the case 

here. In conclusion, all relevant cases were identified using the new methodology and the margin to 

the cases excluded was confident.  

  

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

X 1 2 3 X
V 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 V
U 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 U
T 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 T
S 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 S
R 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 R
P 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 P
O 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 O
M 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 M
L 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 L
K 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 K
I 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 I
H 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 H
G 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 G
F 167 168 169 F

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

FORSMARK 3 

Figure 20. A description of the filter in the developed software, in which the control rods maneuvered going into 

each pattern are used to determine what control rods to investigate. All blue colored control rods are neglected 

and the green and yellow colored control rods are calculated. The green color also indicates that these control 

rods were withdrawn going into the pattern considered in this example. 
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Reactor Cycle 
Largest Missed 

Value[pcm] 
Mean Value 

[pcm] Reduced Calculation Time, % 
f1 22 227 80 76 
f1 23 399 114 77 
f1 24a 362 88 73 
f1 25 200 86 77 
f1 26 206 85 79 
f2 23 154 78 78 
f2 24 233 102 75 
f2 26 176 78 87 
f2 27a 342 86 84 
f2 27b 296 92 86 
f2 28a 146 98 77 
f3 18 304 90 76 
f3 19 440 124 75 
f3 20 128 88 76 
f3 21 470 115 78 
f3 22 269 96 77 
f3 23 155 83 77 

Reactor Cycle 
Largest Missed Value 

[pcm] 
Mean Value 

[pcm] Reduced Calculation Time, % 
f1 22 202 127 75 
f1 23 331 137 79 
f1 24a 346 122 73 
f1 25 222 96 78 
f1 26 211 106 78 
f2 23 82 88 78 
f2 24 224 120 78 
f2 26 180 115 87 
f2 27a 242 97 84 
f2 27b 292 129 87 
f2 28a 196 107 78 
f3 18 141 104 75 
f3 19 147 117 74 
f3 20 113 94 77 
f3 21 256 145 78 
f3 22 104 98 76 
f3 23 344 109 79 

Table 2. The highest reactivity values obtained at the beginning of each cycle, Deltahot [eq (3)], that were 

excluded from axial analysis when using the new methodology. 17 Power cycles are covered in this analysis, 

with reactor and cycle name given in the table. 

Table 3. The highest reactivity values obtained at the end of each cycle, Deltahot [eq (3)], that were excluded 

from axial analysis when using the new methodology. 17 Power cycles are covered in this analysis, with 

reactor and cycle name given in the table. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 RESULTS 

This work has shown ways to lower the time consumed while doing RIA-calculations of reactor core 

designs with corresponding control rod sequences at the Forsmark Nuclear Power Plant. Two 

different ways to exclude irrelevant calculation-cases, before the simulations are initiated, were 

found. One of these ways to filter is based on the shutdown margins of the core and the other is 

based on the control rod sequence used. 

In addition, these findings were used to implement a new methodology in Matlab code, compatible 

with the old methodology. Steps have been taken to make the new code well described through 

comments in order to make future work with the methodology easier. 

7.2 APPLYING A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR RIA-CALCULATIONS 

Before the new methodology can be used as a routine tool, The Swedish Radiation Safety Authority 

has to investigate and approve it. However, the new code can replace the old one as it stands and be 

used to apply the old methodology. The new methodology can then be applied directly as a first step 

in order to see if a core design will pass the RIA-calculations without doing a complete simulation. If 

the results of the new methodology show that the core design needs to be changed, one can come to 

the conclusion that the old methodology would yield the same results. Thereby time can be saved by 

altering the core design or the control rod sequence without performing the complete time 

demanding process. It is the recommendation of this work, that if the new methodology is used in 

this way, the filters should be made more lenient. Doing this would lower the calculation-times by 

more than 90%, for most core designs. How this may be done is described in APPENDIX A. 

7.3 IMPROVED PRESENTATION OF CALCULATED RESULTS 

Another benefit of the newly developed code is how the results are presented. The new result files 

show the largest values for each control rod, and present the pattern for where this value occurred. 

The old result files showed only the largest value occurring at every pattern, potentially missing a 

control rod with a slightly lower value. An example of the new presentation can be found in 

APPENDIX B. 
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8. OUTLOOK 

There are several things that can be investigated further if there is need for even lower calculation 

times. The results of this work are only applied to the hot cases, or reactors during heating, but the 

filters are expected to work just as well for the cold reactor simulations. Another step which could 

lower the simulation times of the reactor during heating by another 50 % would be to set a static 

void coefficient in the simulations. This would result in one reference value of keff for every pattern, 

much like what is done for the cold cases, instead of calculating a reference value for each and every 

case. Though the results of such simulations studies of this work looked very promising, additional 

studies must first be performed for this to be concluded to be a valid option. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTING THE NEW METHODOLOGY 

There are several Matlab scripts created in this work to perform the simulations using the new 

methodology. Here is a list of those scripts; 

NYAVARMACOMP.M 

This script replaces the former script called “orecomp.m”. The new script is backwards compatible 

and works exactly the same way “orecomp.m” did with the same input arguments. The complete list 

and explanations of the input arguments are presented as follows, with the new input arguments in 

bold; 

1. infil – location of the input data for the old methodology. 

2. filter – This variable is a number which tells the script if and in that case how the calculations 

should be filtered. “0” means the script works using the old methodology. “1“ means the 

script uses the new methodology but disables the SDM-filter. “2” means the script was the 

new methodology but disables the pattern-filter. Any other value activates both filters. 

Default value is “0”. 

3. sdmdistfil – The location of the file containing the SDM-values, this input argument serves no 

purpose if filter is equal to “0” or “1”. 

 

NYAVARMAPATTS.M 

This script replaces the former script called “orepatts.m” and is used inside the nyavarmacomp.m 

script. The new script is backwards compatible and works exactly the same way “orepatts.m” did 

with the same input arguments. However, two new input arguments have been added. The complete 

list and explanations of the input arguments are presented as follows, with the new input arguments 

in bold; 

1. supfil – This is the location of the file containing the control rod sequence. 

2. row – Essentially tells the script which pattern is being calculated, in other words which row 

in the supfil the script should consider. 

3. disfil – This is the location of the file that contains the state of the core, these files are 

typically named after the reactor cycle and when during that cycle (the beginning, middle or 

end of the reactor year), e.g. “boc28.dat” 

4. cmanfil – The location of the file containing the control groups for the reactor simulated. 

5. sym – This variable tells the script which symmetry is being used during the simulation. 

6. filter – c.f NYAVARMACOMP.M above. 

7. sdmdistfil – c.f NYAVARMACOMP.M above. 
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FILTERLOCAL.M  

This is the script used when filtering cases based on the control rod sequence. The script is used once 

for every control rod just moved in the sequence. The script uses the control rod and the reactor 

type as input arguments and returns a control rod map with “1” for every position that should be 

included in the calculations and “0” in all other position.  

In the future, to make this script more lenient, it may be possible to remove the eight control rods 

adjacent to O50. Also, the 4 control rods that are located two positions away from the control rod in 

question may be returned as “0” instead of “1” to save even more time. 

SDMFILTER.M 

This is the script used when filtering cases based on the shutdown margins. The input argument is 

simply the result file of the SDM-values POLCA-calculation. The script returns a control rod map with 

a “1” for every control rod that should be calculated and with a “0” for each control rod that can be 

excluded from the simulation. 

CRNAME2MAPINDEX.M 

This script is used to translate the names of the control rods to row/column indexes used in the 

control rod maps of the filters. As an example, using this script on the O55 control rod would return 

the indices row = 8 and column = 9. 

GENERATEMAP.M 

The script generates a control rod map with the numbered names of all the control rods. The reactor 

type is needed as input argument, 1 or 2 for Forsmark 12 and 3 for Forsmark 3. The script also 

accepts other identifications for reactor type, such as the, in the methodology often used, variable 

mminj or the strings ‘F1’, ‘F2’, ‘F3’ or ‘F12’. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE NEW RESULT FILES 

The new result files are sorted by pattern, per request. Large reactivity values, above 800 pcm, are 

marked out by an arrow. 

 

 

 

alla stavars maxvärden över 250 pcm 

pcm    Mönster   Stav      keff 

579      5200     T55     0.94623 

382      5200     I55     0.94487 

459      5600     S50     0.95297 

350      5600     P50     0.95205 

354      5600     O55     0.95197 

371      5600     L55     0.95223 

361      6800     R55     0.97078 

381      7600     T65     0.98269 

364      7600     S70     0.98256 

950      9200     U50     0.99233 <---- 

282     10000     T75     0.99437 

310     10000     H70     0.99470 

476     10336     R75     1.00132 

269     10336     R80     0.99969 

880     10336     P80     1.00020 <---- 

602     10336     H60     1.00241 

602     10336     G55     1.00248 

432     10336     G60     1.00107 

420     10608     V55     1.00615 

364     10608     U60     1.00560 

465     10608     M80     1.00671 

393     10608     L75     1.00605 

371     10608     L80     1.00589 


